University of Colorado Boulder Department of Physics
pre-Comps III Titular Advisor Progress Report

Student: ______________________  Titular Advisor: ______________________
Graduate school entry date: ______  Research Advisor: ______________________
Meeting date: __________  Previous meeting date (if applicable): ______

Conferences/workshops attended, presentations given, and papers submitted/published since last
meeting (or since entering graduate school if first meeting) (to be completed by student):

Work done since last meeting (or since starting research if first meeting) (to be completed by student):

Comments on progress since last committee meeting (or since starting research if first meeting):

Areas discussed and goals for the next year:

Issues that need to be addressed (if any):

☐ Titular advisor: check to affirm that student is making good progress in research and that their
research is appropriate for a physics Ph.D. candidate. If you cannot affirm this, explain below:

Titular Advisor signature: ______________________

Signed form should be returned to the physics graduate program assistant